


should have been mine!).  It never
amazes me to understand how non-
chalant, down-right cheap or simply
uneducated some people prove. 

I’ve serviced 25-year-old bows I
wouldn’t wish on an enemy.  I recall a
customer who absolutely insisted on
using wooden matches for sight pins.
There are also the understandable
choices made by casual or uneducat-
ed shooters who expect little from
their shooting, content with medioc-
rity.  You might make a gentle sugges-
tion such as, “You know, I could put a
better rest on that bow that would
instantly help you shoot better.”  If
they shrug or wave it off, don’t take it
personally or label them stupid.  Not
everyone takes archery as seriously as
you do.  Other customers simply don’t
have the extra cash.  Egos can also
become involved.  Every customer at
times believes they know what’s best
for themselves, and for some that’s a
constant handicap.  Perhaps they’ve
enjoyed some small amount of suc-
cess and live by the axiom, “If it ain’t
broke, why fix it?”  The hard sell is sel-
dom productive in these scenarios.
You will only come across as a “know-
it-all” in their eyes, causing them to
perhaps shun your services in the
future.  The gentle suggestion, allow-
ing the customer to believe they are
making the choice for better acces-
sories, is far more effective.

Help Me Please!
On the other hand, you’ll get

many more customers who come to
you with a specific problem, gripe or
outright plea for help: “I’m not happy
with the way my arrows are flying,”
one might offer.  “I’m shooting great at
20 yards, but when I back off to 30 I fall
completely apart,” says another.  “I’m
tired of missing every deer that comes
by my stand.  I need help.”  “So-n-so
beats me at every 3-D tournament.  I’d
like to win a trophy this summer.”
These are customers who are wide-
open to change, willing to throw
money at a problem to buy more
accuracy, consistency, or at least a
measure of confidence that their bow
is set up as well as it can be.  You have
the gear to make that happen.

Now, some customers are willing
to take this farther than others.  It’s my

belief that there are five key equip-
ment choices that immediately buy a
customer more accuracy and shoot-
ing consistency – aside from a new
bow.  These are a quality drop-away
rest (assuming that customer is shoot-
ing a release, which about 80 percent
of bowhunters today do), shooting
better arrows, installing a higher-
quality sight, an active stabilizer, and
finally, a wrist sling; in that order.  

The release issue is a personal
matter.  I’m a dedicated finger shoot-
er.  I shoot releases to test short bows
for writing, and for an entire year I
shot one to prove a point that I could
if forced to and that it made no differ-
ence to my success, occasionally
when bowhunting in extremely frigid
conditions when frozen fingers are a
hindrance — but I prefer fingers, peri-
od.  I’m decidedly in the minority.  For
most shooters, especially those com-
ing back after a long absence, switch-
ing to a release aid will automatically
shrink arrow groups.  When faced with
a hard-core finger shooter, a new rest
can help them as well; something with
a flipper instead of solid rest arm for
instance, finer adjustability or more
streamlined design.

For the average release shooter
the steps to follow provide the fastest
avenue to an instant accuracy gain.  

Step 1, Drop-Away Rest
Shooting a release and not taking

advantage of the latest drop-away
arrow rest technology, in my estima-
tion, is to intentionally handicap
yourself.  The aficionado of any total-
containment rest will cry, “But I’ll lose
that control over my arrow while at
rest, and during the draw cycle.”
That’s not necessarily true (more in a
bit), but they will also lose that tip-to-
nock arrow contact that makes unwa-
vering follow-through (an aspect of
shooting form few of us completely
master) absolutely imperative to top-
notch accuracy, especially when
ranges stretch or nerves are a factor
during an encounter with trophy
game, or when a 3-D trophy is on the
line.  A drop-away arrow rest is simply
more forgiving.  After release the
arrow shaft maintains contact with
supporting rest arms for a shorter
period of time; 25 to 50 percent less.
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Less contact means less opportunity
for the shooter to introduce human
error through flinches, dropping the
bow arm or “peeking”, any of which
will steer the arrow off target.

There’s also the aspect of 100 per-
cent fletching clearance.  The age-old
two-prong launcher rest demanded
careful nock rotation to assure the
cock vane passed cleanly between
dual rest arms.  This also made aggres-
sive helical fletching difficult to
employ (especially with thinner car-
bon shafts), as too much of a good
thing meant contact with one end or
the other of the fletching with one or
both of the support arms.  With a
quality drop-away, the most aggres-
sive helical (or off-set) fletchings are
no longer an issue.  More helical
means better broadhead control, a
faster spinning arrow that promotes
improved accuracy no matter what tip
your customer is shooting.  Too, they
can essentially nock their arrow any
way they wish – without concern for
cock-feather orientation — and

achieve accurate
groups every time (a
big plus when offered
a fleeting follow-up
shot at game).

Drop-away rests
get better all the time.
Only a few years ago
many proved tricky,
even confusing, to
install and tune, but
that’s no longer true.
Companies such as
New Archery Prod-
ucts, Trophy Taker,
Trophy Ridge, Cobra
and G5 Outdoors – to
name just a handful
— have engineered
their drop-aways to
offer faster installa-
tion, to be more easily
adjustable and more forgiving to
shoot.

Returning to the issue of arrow
control: The bowhunter who’s grown
dependent on the confidence that
comes via a total-containment rest
needn’t fret over switching to a mod-
ern drop-away.  The issue has been
addressed by a multitude of compa-
nies.  In other words, they can enjoy

the increased accuracy and shooting
consistency that comes from a drop-
away design, but also the security of a
total-containment rest.  I think of
products from Quality Archery
Designs, Ripcord Technologies, Vital
Gear and Trophy Taker, as a handful of
prime examples.  Drop the arrow in or
lock it into place and you can turn a
bow upside-down without worry of an

Early drop-away rests often proved confusing and difficult to
set-up and tune. This is no longer true. Models like this New
Archery Products QuikTune Drop-Away set up in minutes and
are easy to tune to perfection.

G5 Outdoors is working with DMI and Mike Doty to re-release the Expert 1 and Expert
II drop away arrow rests. Brand Manager Garret Armstrong says, “Archery equipment
can be over-complicated, not necessarily a good thing. Although this rest is packed
with features, it is designed to be simple and easy to use. We want archers to be spend-
ing more time concentrating on hunting and less time tinkering with their equipment.”

The Expert series of rests feature adjustable spring tension, dual pull cord attachment
points and wide rubber over-molded launcher spool for an ultra quiet draw. Sound-
dampening rubber bumpers have been placed on the rest to dampen any noise at the
shot. This Expert II model in Realtree AP camouflage has micro-adjustable elevation
control, a feature not found on the Expert 1. Both models are also available in black.

PHOTO BELOW: Muzzy builds a general
application Zero Effect rest, as well as one
designed specifically for Hoyt risers and a
third, shown below, for Mathews risers.
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arrow straying outside the shooting
area.  Yet, draw back and shoot and
enjoy complete fletching clearance
and top-notch accuracy. 

“Conventional” drop-aways – if
such a term exists in this ever-chang-
ing market – are pretty foolproof as
well.  Drop-away models such as
Muzzy Product’s Zero Effect or Trophy
Ridge’s Drop Zone, to name a couple,
make “no-look” shooting automatic.
A quiet padded arrow shelf cradles
and contains the arrow when at rest,
wide arrow support arms automati-
cally scoop the shaft up during draw
cycle to position it for the shot, consis-
tently and without any conscious
effort on the shooter’s part. Even
models without a wide rest-arm
design normally include an arrow
positioning cradle/holder that
secures the arrow in the proper posi-
tion (like the grippers on a bow
quiver), the rest arm rising beneath it

while drawing for
the shot.

A drop-away
rest is a no-lose
proposition.  It
instantly adds
accuracy and con-
sistency to any
bowhunting or
target set-up –
with little loss of
arrow control
before or during
the shot.

Step 2, Better
Arrows

Outfitting and
guiding high-dol-
lar elk hunters for
23 years taught

me a lot, but one of the surprising
things was that a guy will spend
$7,500 on an elk hunt and think noth-
ing of arriving in camp with the
cheapest arrows available.  This has
always fascinated me.  Arrows are the
vehicle that delivers our lethal broad-
heads to target.  They are the most
important component in the overall
accuracy equation.  Archery legend
Howard Hill once said, “Always shoot
your best arrow.”  This comment was
made during the days of wood shafts,
when not every arrow in a quiver
could be counted on to impact alike,
when auditioning individual arrows
before each hunt was part of the
game.  This is no longer true.  Modern
archers enjoy a consistency even

Howard Hill couldn’t have fathomed.
Still, I recall sharing a bowhunting

camp with a purchasing manager for
a huge catalog outlet chain.  He was
boasting of the highly-affordable car-
bon arrows his company offered; at
something like $45 a dozen.  Since I
know that quality carbon arrows
hover around the $90- to $100-a-
dozen mark (even more today), it
perked my curiosity.  I asked about
straightness tolerances.  He quoted
something off the charts — like +/-
.008-inch.  Writing about equipment
for a living – and being somewhat
obsessive by nature — has made me
extremely familiar with the smallest
details of arrow construction.  After
inspecting his shafts I determined
they were the same shafts offered by a
major carbon-arrow manufacturer —
but with a straighter straightness spec
of +/-.006 inch.  I was left to deduce
that my camp-mate’s company was
buying culls from that supplier and
offering them at a deeply discounted
price.  These are not arrows I want in
my quiver, I can assure you!

There will always be consumers
who make buying decisions based on
price alone.  This is what keeps
“Marts” in business.  As a full-service
shop owner it’s your job to help cus-
tomers understand what they are
gaining by investing in arrows that
cost more; maybe two or three times
more.  I take heart in something
Lenny Rezner, Carbon Express’ chief
arrow man, told me.  According to him
their most expensive arrow in 2007
(about $150 per dozen), the Maxima
Hunter, was also their strongest seller.
That tells you there are plenty of
archers out there who understand
what quality means to success.   
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Copper John’s drop away rest is called the ScaredyCat Pro. When
Dealer Workbench Columnist Larry Wise tested a dozen drop-
away rests in the spring of 2006, he rated this one his favorite
among the “simple” styles.

PHOTO BELOW: The best drop-away
arrow rests offer no-look, automatic
arrow scoop-up and positioning during
every draw cycle. This is one of the
DropZone models by Trophy Ridge.

PHOTO BELOW: The Double Diamond
Drop Away from Cobra has a two-part
mounting bracket for increased elevation
adjustment. Projecting screw left of the
rope is for microadjusting prong height.
For 2008, Lost Camo and Realtree HD
Green are available as well as black.

PHOTO BELOW: New-model drop-away
arrow rests like this one from Trophy Taker
give customers the best of both worlds;
accuracy and security.



There are three basic aspects to
measuring arrow quality: Straight-
ness, matched weight and spine con-
sistency around a 360-degree axis.
Aluminum has always been king in
these areas, but with the proliferation
of super-durable carbon arrows alu-
minum has become a tougher sell.
Easton might have just made that task
much easier.  In 2008 they are offering
a Two Year Precision Warranty “against
any change in spine, straightness or
weight” for the XX78 Super Slam
shafts.  The details of just what that
will entail (for instance, outright
breakage won’t be covered) are still
being worked out by Easton brass.  

When it comes to carbon, we are
left to assume that manufacturers are
being honest in regards to listed specs.
This sometimes requires some per-
sonal investigation and common
sense.  I remember receiving a dozen
arrows from an upstart manufacture
(no longer in business) that contained
seven obviously crooked shafts, even
though the listed straightness specs
were +/-.0025.  You also have compa-
nies such as Easton who offer a Tru
Specs Guarantee, which states that no
single arrow within a dozen will fall

outside the listed numbers.  Carbon
Express straightness specs are now
stated in maximum deviance not
averages.        

There has been a concerted effort
by some in the carbon arrow industry
to downplay straightness.  Their
emphasis has been on spine consis-
tency instead.  I’ll buy that to a point –
while fully understanding how impor-
tant spine consistency is — but you’ll
never convince me that an arrow with
straightness tolerances at one
extreme of the scale, say .006- to .008-
inch straightness, will group as well as
something at the other extreme, like
.001- or .0008-inch (yes, four deci-
mals) straightness (the straightest car-
bons I know of).  To my way of think-
ing, when a manufacturer goes to the
trouble of creating a super-straight
arrow, quality in other areas is likely to
follow.  I like Carbon Express’ concept
of Spine Selected arrow sets (found in
Aramid KV and Maxima shafts), laser
testing assuring a +/-.0025-inch toler-
ance in a single dozen arrows.  Unless
you’re willing to hand spine a multi-
tude of arrows around their entire cir-
cumference, you’ll also have to accept
a manufacture’s word of consistent

spine on faith.  
Matched weight is another con-

tributing factor to accuracy, borne of
consistency.  You’ll see a lot of brands
boasting of 1/2- to 1-grain deviance
per dozen and I think this is some-
thing worthwhile.  You’ll never see
weight deviance listed for cheap
arrows, which starts my gears turning.  

Easton’s Tru Specs Guarantee
should make both dealers and cus-
tomers comfortable.  Carbon Tech’s
concept of promising all arrows with-
in a single dozen will group as one is
reassuring.  Recent conversations
with Lenny Rezner from Carbon
Express revealed that the company
has invested considerable capital into
laser testing equipment to assure top-
notch straightness, spine consistency,
even matched sets of arrows.  Trophy
Ridge’s new line of carbon arrows are
super tough and silent across a rest,
the top-end Crush needing an extra
zero to provide its accurate +/-.0008-
inch straightness tolerances.  These
are just a few examples of what’s being
done to assure consumers that the
arrows they purchase are as good as
they can be.  

Durability is also a strong selling
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The top selling Maxima Hunter (below) is now available in this Lost Camo finish from Mathews. Above, the costly new AramidKV shaft.

The AXIS N-Fused Carbon arrows bond the carbon fibers with a Hybtonite epoxy that’s
been reinforced with super-strong carbon nanotubes. Easton says this unique hybrid
material outperforms regular carbon resins to create a new standard in carbon arrow
construction. Carbon nanotubes have the highest specific strength of all known materi-
als, as the chart at right indicates, an amazing 476 times what steel offers.





age of bowhunters in this country
increases), but they are more highly
protected than ever.  Beginning fiber-
optic-equipped models sometimes
proved fragile, negating any advan-
tage gained through the new technol-
ogy.  Micro- and tool-less adjustability,
bladed steel pins, encased fibers, larg-
er adjustment bolts that better resist
stripping and one-piece, machined
housings are only some of the notable
advancements.  This all makes for a
lighter (less torque while at full draw),
more accurate sight (for dead-nuts
sighting) and less time sighting in and
more time shooting.     

Not only are today’s best bow
sights more durable and trouble free,
they include design features that take
already-bright fiber-optic aiming
points to new heights.  Spooled,
wrapped and extended-fiber pins are
now nearly standard on most models.
Look at a line like FUSE Accessories
and it’s easy to see that brighter aim-
ing points have become mission one.
The top models in the line include
individually-hued, spooled fiber, even
on their seven-pin model.  Look to
companies like Vital Gear who have
made a name for themselves by striv-
ing to create ever-brighter pin points
(without the worry of a broken fiber)
through long, spooled fiber wrapped
over glow-in-the-dark material for
added low-light brightness.  New
technology also allows smaller-diam-
eter pins that lose nothing in bright-
ness – smaller aiming points (which
obscure less target area) that even
older shooters can actually see.  These
are but a few examples, as the list
could go on until I ran completely out
of space.  

Another design feature that has
really taken hold is round pin guards
that make it easier and faster to
acquire and lock into perfect peep
alignment.  The human eye has a nat-
ural proclivity toward centering
objects within circles, like a peep sight
on a rifle.  There’s no such thing as a
square peep sight (that I recall).  A
round pin guard makes it more natur-
al to automatically center a sight head
inside a round peep.  There’s an accu-

racy advantage to be found in this sys-
tem.  Centering individual pins inside
a small peep aperture – as was com-
mon not too many years ago –
required shooters to shift their anchor
point ever so slightly between short-
range top pins (20 yards) and long-
range bottom (say, 60 yards).  The shift
was minute, but took place nonethe-
less.  By centering a round pin guard
inside a round peep, shooters receive
rock-solid alignment, but anchor
remains constant no matter how far
the target or which pin is being
employed.

This says nothing of the new-
found ability to employ much larger

This Copper John Dead Nuts II sight is a perfect example of the many ways sights are
better today. Extended fibers, wrapped around the round pin guard assure brighter aim-
ing points in any light.

Modern sights are so much more durable
than what we hunted with a few years
ago, when exposed fiber optic loops car-
ried by rod-style pins were common. This
TruGlo Razor provides bright, extra fine
aiming points in a model that is both
solid and easy to set up. The aim points
are generated inside the sight housing
and then are reflected toward the shoot-
er’s eye off a polished steel blade.
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peeps while bowhunting.  This makes
finding and aligning sights faster
when pressed by a fleeting shot
opportunity, and allows better resolu-
tion of the target and pins in low-light
situations commonly encountered
while bowhunting whitetail.  Quarter-
inch peeps have become nearly stan-
dard, replacing 1/8-inch peeps of old.

Manufacturers have taken the
round pin-guard concept farther by
adding brightly-colored peep-align-
ment rings.  Trophy Ridge sights
include reflective aperture rings,
FUSE, Toxonics and G5 brightly-
painted guards, Montana Black Gold
(Dusk Devil) fiber-optic points
around the painted guard, TruGlo
glow-in-the-dark rings for better low-
light peep alignment, Vital Gear
extended florescent Glow Tubes that
glow via light transmitted through the
tube sides.  All make sight acquisition
and peep alignment faster and surer,
even in the dimmest bowhunting
conditions found at the edge of legal
shooting hours when game moves
most.

A new sight makes it easier than
ever to get sighted in, easier to aim
finely, even in the dimmest light, and
assures your customer’s hard work at
sighting stays that way during the
roughest treatment.  This all adds up
to better shooting and more enjoy-
ment while doing so.  Another, win-
win situation for every customer.

Step 4, Active Stabilizers

Many bowhunters resist a stabi-
lizer, seeing it as nothing more than
dead weight, more mass to carry into
the woods, something to snag on
brush while still-hunting or pulling a
bow into a stand.  Ten years ago I
would have to partly agree, though
there is much to be gained from a
well-balanced bow.  Namely, while at
full draw your customer’s bow should
sit in the hand effortlessly level so they
can concentrate on the business of

aiming and not split their focus on
keeping the bow sitting up straight.

The key word here is “active.”  An
active stabilizer includes a design
that actively absorbs excess noise
and vibration created by each and
every bow following release.  Basic
principals include pistons (BowTech’s
new Octane models), rubber “cou-
plers” (Doinker, and licensees such as
FUSE), silicon powder fill (New
Archery Products) or parts suspend-
ed in or surrounding elastic-polymer
gels (Carbon Impact and
Vibracheck).  This active dissipation
of vibration first of all prolongs
equipment life, zapping excess vibra-
tions that slowly destroy bow parts.
There is also the added benefit of
absorbing harmful vibrations that
might be transferred to joints such as
the elbow to cause discomfort after
prolonged shooting. More to the
point to our discussion here, they
help any bow to shoot straighter. 

Easier to adjust and easier to repair; those are two features of the new line of DR Sights
from Cobra. DR stands for the Dual Rail System which has the sight body adjusting on
twin polished stainless steel guides, rather than on the more common aluminum dove-
tails. The knobs have non-marking tips to lock in the windage or elevation adjustment,
and a DRM model (Dual Rail with Micro Adjust) puts stainless steel lead screws between
the rails. Dovetails work by flexing metal and don’t work very well with camo finishes,
since the camo thickness varies more than the tolerance needed to produce easy move-
ment when the pressure is off the locking screw, tight lock-up when pressure is applied.
Cobra is equipping these sights with CoilPins, where the fiber is encased in polycarbon-
ate and carried on the individual pin, for easy replacement or rearrangement.

This new 7 pin Optix LR sight from G5 can
help customers extend their range when
compared to a sight with fewer pins where
they’d  have to do more gap-shooting. G5
sight bodies are made of magnesium, not
aluminum, so they’re light and less prone
to vibrate at the shot.






